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Take a tour! Restful retreats mark this year’s Kips Bay
show house

palmbeachdailynews.com/story/lifestyle/2021/04/15/take-tour-restful-retreats-fill-kips-bay-show-house-west-palm-
beach/7197436002

The annual fundraiser for Boys and Girls Clubs is open for in-person
and virtual tours at a lakefront home.

Christine Davis

Special to the Daily News

Showcasing the work of 20 interior design and landscaping firms, the fourth annual Kips Bay
Decorator Show House Palm Beach launched April 8 at a lakefront home on South Flagler
Drive in West Palm Beach.

After a year in which so many Americans sequestered inside their own homes, is it any
wonder the designers who transformed the 4,400-square-foot Mediterranean-style villa
created dreamy retreats, places perfectly suited to getting away from it all?

Here’s a tour of the show house, which benefits the Boys & Girls Clubs of Palm Beach
County and the similar Kips Bay club in New York City.

https://www.palmbeachdailynews.com/story/lifestyle/2021/04/15/take-tour-restful-retreats-fill-kips-bay-show-house-west-palm-beach/7197436002/
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Living room by Benjamin Deaton, Benjamin Deaton Interior Design,
Lexington, Kentucky 

This past year, as Deaton recalls it, he and his “bubble” of close friends would often move to
the living room after dinner for fun and a bit of social life — and that provided the inspiration
for his living room, which he dubbed “Parlour Games.”

“Last year, we had to learn how to reuse our spaces,” he says. “So I wanted to create a
formal room where people would enjoy hanging out.”

As part of his vignette, a plush white sofa is covered in a practical indoor-outdoor fabric, a
necessity since it’s white, he says, and slipper chairs can easily be rearranged for games —
backgammon, perhaps, or one of the board games he has stacked in a vintage rattan piece
that doubles as a bar.

*

Guest bathroom and closet by Alexandra Naranjo, Alexandra Naranjo
Designs, Ontario

Visitors experience an “Interlude in Indigo” with a blue Kohler freestanding tub
complemented by blue sinks with brass under-mountings. A dramatic hand-painted jungle-
like wallcovering by de Gournay is paired with a custom ombre paper by Phillip Jeffries,
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crowned by gold metallic raffia on the ceiling.

“We wanted a place with a view that felt like escaping into an enchanted garden,” Naranjo
says. The adjoining closet features a soft palette of turquoise and lavender with a
Chinoiserie-inspired wallpaper.

*

Guest bedroom by Lori Deeds and Cece Bowman, Kemble Interiors,
Palm Beach

The “Beyond Eden” bedroom captures the space between fantasy and reality, offering an
escape, the design team says. The room is enveloped in walls covered in green silk hand-
painted with large-scale vibrant flowers. An iron bed, covered in bougainvillea vines, is the
room’s centerpiece.

“We took inspiration from gardens in Palm Beach, with the most exotic flowers that we could
find or imagine,” Bowman says.

The floor is covered in synthetic turf, and the windows are covered in dark green panels,
pierced with a repeating pattern resembling raindrops. The dappled light makes “you feel you
are under the trees,” Deeds says.

*

Foyer and stair hall by Cris Briger, Pablo Briger and Charles Peed of
Casa Gusto, West Palm Beach

The designers re-envisioned the staircase, hall closet and upstairs gallery as a fresh take on
what they describe as a “Colonial Hothouse.”

In the foyer, painted frames with matching mats showcase 18th century engravings by
George Brookshaw, while an embedded cabinet displays bouquets of tole-painted flowers.

To complete the hothouse look, the team fronted the upstairs gallery — overlooking the foyer
— with a mullioned vitrine. From that level, one gets a closer look at the two-story foyer wall,
which is embellished by a selection of new and old Lebrillo bowls entwined by a cascade of
papier-mâché vines.

*

Dining room by Lorna Gross, Lorna Gross Interior Design,
Washington, D.C.
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It’s all about creature comforts in the “Menagerie Dining Room,” where Gross’ goal was to
create a sophisticated wonderland.

In the hand-knotted New Moon floral rug, “you’ll see the sweetest little dragonflies and birds,”
she says. Adding to the fantasy, the walls are adorned with panels of wallcoverings that
depict a collection of miniature creatures — giraffes, zebra unicorns, butterflies and
dragonflies. “I wanted to bring joy and light. Because of the pandemic, I needed a lift, and I
figured others might need a lift, too,” she says.

*

Rear courtyard and garden by Brian Vertesch, Jorge Sanchez,
Claudia Visconti and John Lubischer, SMI Landscape Architecture,
Palm Beach

Every interior designer at the show house gets to create a room, points out Vertesch, so for
the rear courtyard and garden, he and the other designers decided to treat the garden space
as a room, which they named the “Slathouse.”

For the “walls,” they covered the existing lattice with a vine-patterned screen, punctuated
with hanging pots of yellow oncidium orchids. For the “floor,” they created a graveled area
with oversized stepping-stones under a canopy of pleached mahoe trees. A separate patio
area, paved in brick and limestone, centers around a pebble-mosaic koi pond. “Think of that
as the carpet in our room,” Vertesch says.

*

Pool terrace and motor court by Fernando Wong and Tim Johnson of
Fernando Wong Outdoor Living Design, Palm Beach

For the space adjacent to the home’s entry, Wong drew inspiration from a recently renovated
pool area of 1930s California estate that once belonged to MGM art director Cedric Gibbons
and his movie-star wife, Dolores Del Rio, in Santa Barbara.

“We liked the black and white (color palette), and our space was in homage to the California
look, where gardens are incredibly colorful,” says Johnson. Christmas palms and three
varieties of oleander frame the pool area, and the lounge chairs and coffee table by
Sutherland Furniture nod at the Art Deco style.

*

Kitchen by Mark Williams and Niki Papadopoulos, Mark Williams
Design, Atlanta
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The kitchen, which was redesigned as an informal gathering place, is finished with a color
palette and materials inspired by the home’s Mediterranean style.

“It was a blob of a perimeter kitchen, and you couldn’t move about without running into the
island,” Williams says. Added Papadopoulos: “Mark loves a puzzle.”

So the pair created, with streamlined precision, a galley featuring high-tech appliances and a
bank of white-oak cabinetry topped with Dekton, a manufactured hybrid of quartz, porcelain
and glass. “We bookended the room with terra-cotta Fireclay tiles, which draw the eye and
make the space (seem) larger and more amiable,” Williams says.

*

Family room by Mikel Welch, Mikel Welch Design, New York City

Welch’s family room, he says, is his version of a “livable, every-day, accessible room in a
Palm Beach home” with a dash of what he calls “primitive modern” style. With
monochromatic tones and organic textures, it’s a neutral room, and he could easily see
himself living there, he says.

“It wasn’t just a fantasy but — you are going to laugh — I literally took the character Fred
Flintstone and thought: If you dropped him in 2021, he’d want organic materials. So you’ll
see the 90-inch-long coffee table, which is literally a raw piece of wood, stained ebony,
supported by two stumps.” Welch slip-covered his sofa in tailored linen — “wrinkled and
inviting” — and finished the room with pieces from his Mikel Welch Collection.

*

Primary bedroom by Courtney Giles, Courtney Giles, Atlanta

Giles’ bedroom is named “Peaceful Retreat,” and it lives up to the name. Her starting point
was a Schumacher wallpaper with a palm motif in muted-and-calm eucalyptus green and
smokey taupe, enhanced by pops of terracotta. Natural elements include woven shades and
a sisal rug hand-painted by Mary Meade Evans.

Giles designed scallop edging for the bed cover, on the base of a slipper chair and on the
rims of baskets and lampshades. “We wanted the room to feel that it was enveloped by a
soft coziness,” she says.

*

Primary bathroom and closet by Nicole White, Nicole White Designs
Interiors, Miami
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White dubbed her primary bathroom “A Modern Afro-Inspired Palm Beach Retreat” and the
accompanying closet “The Afro Luxe Fashion Adventure.” In the bathroom, offset with
Porcelain Morella wood-look tile, there are Kohler sinks and Dekton slabs that define the
shower wall, floor and double vanities.

“I wanted a boutique closet art gallery that has different zones,” White says, describing her
imaginary client: “She can see everything and has a place to put on her make-up, and she
can share her space with her partner.”

*

Primary vestibule by Harry Heissmann, New York City, in
collaboration with muralist Staszek Kotowski

Vestibule walls in the “Flock Hall” are covered in a grisaille mural of an ostrich flock strutting
their stuff, while a built-in bar from The Container Store serves as an intermediary go-to
space between the primary bedroom and the family room — a perfect spot for a nightcap
before bed or juice and coffee in the morning, Heissmann says.

The ceiling is defined by Indian wedding-tent trim, and Kotowski’s mural is finished with
applied grosgrain ribbon attached by decorative nail heads.

*

Guest bedroom by Nina Magon, Nina Magon Studio, Houston

There’s an actual contessa in the “Contessa’s Bedroom” — or at least there’s a woman
luxuriously presiding over the room in a Horst photograph, from Holden Luntz Gallery, that
hangs above the bed. An homage to Milan, the room is washed in a warm rosy tan, and the
custom bed has a fluted headboard upholstered in a Fabricut textile. Wallpaper panels
appear slightly iridescent, and on the floor is a two-tone silk-and-wool blend by New Moon.

The room contrasts sleek lines with curvy circular forms, the designer explains: “The Pacha
Lounge Chair and a leather side table have a circular feel to them.”

The adjoining bathroom features her new custom wallpaper, and a noteworthy detail in the
custom closet is a pink, hand-painted Foam Cloud mirror.

*

Second-floor seating area by Mally Skok, Mally Skok Design, Boston

“The Sunny Spot” is awash in Skok’s newly released Secret Temple wallpaper set off with
rich terracotta trim.
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“I loved the light when I walked into this space for the first time. It was very bright, and I had
just made the screens for this hand-screened fabric,” she says, pointing to the window
shades, “and I realized I needed to do a digital version for wallpaper to make a little Palm
Beach garden room.”

The floral design is based on a 19th century dinner plate that she had bought in London
years ago. “I have always loved its colors, and I’m  happy it found the right home here.”
Completing the room are a settee, a rush rug and other “bits and pieces” from West Palm
Beach’s Antique Row along South Dixie Highway.

*

Guest suite by Amy Morris, Amy Morris Interiors, Atlanta 

This “Coastal Retreat” boasts floors painted a soft, breezy blue, while the walls and ceiling
are covered in different types of grasscloth.

“The room is not very deep, so we tucked the bed in the corner and draped it in a pinstripe
fabric by Kravet,” Morris says.  She removed the doors to a closet to create a focal point.
And in the bathroom, there is an inviting scalloped vanity.

*

Guest bedroom by Brittany Bromley, Brittany Bromley Interiors,
Westchester, New York

For “Le Jardin des Perroquets,” Bromley was inspired by a hand-painted de Gournay
wallcovering, which features a soothing green background layered with delicate tree limbs
and coral- and pink-plumed parrots.

“From there, we chose a very traditional gingham cotton for the bed from Chelsea Textiles,”
she says.

Bromley selected accessories that “we felt would be appropriate for someone who’d like a
room like this: crystal, ormolu, Mother-of-Pearl, nautilus shell shapes and lots of gilt and
silver.”

She repurposed a closet to become a tented home office furnished with an antique
Chinoiserie secretary and a voyeuse chair. The ensuite bathroom, meanwhile, is finished in a
rich Italian Rosa Portuguese marble.

*

Utility room by Lisa Hynes and Heather Weisz, HW Interiors,
Wellington 
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Hynes and Weisz set out to create a luxe room where — believe it or not, they say — you
would want to do the laundry. The floor, for example, is swathed in onyx and backlit to
emanate a warm glow. Gaucho Cloth by Phillip Jeffries covers the walls, and the wallpapered
ceiling, also by Phillip Jeffries, resembles Venetian plaster and reflects the glowing floor.
Sliding barn-style doors at the entry made of bleached walnut inlaid with brass appear to be
works of art.

And, for storage, an entire wall of cabinets is outfitted with accoutrements from The
Container Store. Oh, and there’s actually equipment for the task at hand — the GE
Monogram front-load steam washer and dryer.

*

Powder room by Tavia Forbes and Monet Masters, Forbes+Masters,
Atlanta

For their jewel-like powder room, the designers took inspiration from the Ritz-Carlton resort
in Dorado, Puerto Rico, envisioning their own “Balneario,” the Spanish word for spa.

Deep-green walls are set off with stone from the Aphrodite collection by Temmer, and an
undulating terra cotta glazed tile is layered with a medley of blown-glass vases holding
greenery and a work of art, “King’s Relic,” by Hopeton St. Claire. It all provides a dramatic
stage set for the Kohler fixtures.

*

Loggia by Anna Braund, Anna Braund Interiors, Atlanta

For her loggia, Braund says she was inspired by her travels to Morocco as well as the view
of the Intracoastal Waterway.

“Perennials provided the fabric for the outdoor drapes, ceiling treatment and the settee,” she
says. “We did a mix of high and low, with an antique baroque pedestal table paired with
rattan chairs, and on the floor is an outdoor sisal carpet.”

*

Awning-covered balcony by Ellen Kavanaugh, Ellen Kavanaugh
Design, Palm Beach

Featured in a previous story in the Palm Beach Daily News, Kavanaugh’s tented “Bar
Mustique” gestures to the era when jet-setters flocked to the private Caribbean island, she
says. The space features a custom-designed bar by Forte Fine Cabinetry, slipper chairs and
a dining table for alfresco meals.

https://www.palmbeachdailynews.com/story/news/2021/04/08/palm-beach-designer-kavanaugh-brings-island-vibe-kips-bay-show-house/7120344002/
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***

The show house is open 10 a.m.-4 p.m. daily through May 9 at 7417 S. Flagler Drive.

Tickets: General admission is $40 and tickets must be reserved for a specific day and time
as part of protocols related to the coronavirus pandemic. All guests and staff must wear
masks, health screenings will be conducted for all staff and strict procedures to clean and
sanitize the house have been implemented, organizers say. For those who would prefer not
to visit in person, $20 tickets also will be sold to view a professionally filmed virtual tour. For
tickets and information, visit  KipsBayDecoratorShowHouse.org/palmbeach.

 
 


